Christmas Gift Ideas

Up to $15
Great Ideas For
Everyone On Your List
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1. 7694
2. 7702
Hypnos Music Control Earbuds Erg Power Bank

3. 9674WH
IT Travel Kit

The Hypnos earbuds have a built in
music control and mic, a feature that
is hard to find in earbuds in this price
range. This allows you to take a call and
change the music without touching
your phone or tablet. These earbuds
will quickly become your favourite
earbuds due to the features, comfort,
and sound quality. The Hypnos music
control earbuds come with a storage
pouch. 125cm in length.

Neatly packaged in a hard plastic
container this set is comprised of
earbuds, stylus pen, cleaning cloth,
USB cable with Micro USB, USB-C &
lightening adapters.
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With a 4,000 mAh Grade A Li-ion battery
and a 5V/1A output the Erg Power bank is
a great power supply for your smartphone. LED indicator lights show you how
much power is left in the battery backup.
Supplied in a white folded box with clear
window and packed with a 3-in-1 cable
which can recharge the battery or used
to charge your mobile device. Available in
3 colours.

4. 1358BK
LCD e-Writing &
Drawing Tablet
Go paperless! This portable
4.4 inch LCD e-Writing and
Drawing Tablet offers a unique
writing experience. You can
use the included plastic stylus
or your finger to write. No
need to look for a pen or
paper again.
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1. 4282WD
Wine Bottle Glass Carrier
Miller wine butler. This wine butler makes carrying and serving
your favorite wine with glasses easy. Suitable for different bottles
and sizes of glasses, such as champagne, sparkling cider, port
etc. Wine and glasses are not included.

2. 1040BK
Spidey 8-in-1 Screwdriver Flashlight
Get your senses ready for this 8-in-One Screwdriver Flashlight.
Perfect to keep around the house, this tool has 1 LED light, 3
Phillips head, 3 Flat head, and a small eye glass tool with screw
on cap. 3 AAA batteries included.

3. 4283BK
Fero Opener
Fero bottle opener and chalkboard. Open your favorite drink!
Opener with blackboard to write your message. Easy to hang
on the wall.

4. 5130BK
Double Bottle Carrier
6

Made from black neoprene material.
The most compact way to carry.

5. 794WD
3 Piece Cheese Set
This handy 3 piece cheese set is elegantly
presented in a cardboard gift box.

6. 4280BK
Two Bottle Insulated Wine
Cooler & Carrier

5

Beautifully finished with a modern stylish
look. Made from washed wrinkled polyester
with white PEVA insulated material inside.
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1. 487SL
Puzzle Set
Challenge yourself with these four brain
teaser puzzles packed in a tin with
foam insert.

2. SE1427
Seasons Lunar Scented Candle
A must have for every home. Exclusive scented
candle in a glass jar with a light fragrance. Burn
time of the candle is approximately 30 hours.
Presented in a Seasons gift box. Available in 2
colours.
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3. 8904SL
Silver Compact Mirror
Polished silver nickel finish compact mirror with
velvet pouch. Supplied in a two part gift box.

4. SE1425WH
Seasons Greenport Photo Frame
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Treasure precious moments in your favourite photo
frame. The frame can be used in a standing position
or attached to any wall in your house and holds a
10 x 15cm picture. Presented in a Seasons gift box.

5. 2698BK
Cinema Light Box
The Cinema Light Box lets you create your own message
with this decorative light box. It includes 60 letters and
symbols and an On/off switch located on the side of light
box. Includes 3x AAA batteries and white gift box.

6. 4285BK
Plastic & Wheat Straw Lunch Box
Pack your food in style with the plastic and wheat straw
lunch box. This item features a tray to keep your food
separated and a locking lid with handles for carrying.
Made of 30% Wheat Straw + 70% polypropylene.
Dishwasher and Microwave Safe.
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1. 9200BK
Travel Wallet
Manufactured in imitation leather
with peach skin interior.
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2. 9115BK
Travel Wallet
Zippered travel wallet made from black
koskin material with grey EVA interior.
Includes internal pockets and sections
for business cards.

3. 1376BK
Travel Comfort Set
The perfect travel mate in clear plastic zip pouch with
contrast stitching and a large black PU patch. Comfort
travel set includes neck pillow, eye mask, and ear plugs.
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1. 5047
Zippered Laminated Canvas
Tote Bag

2. 5158
Capri Stripes Cotton Tote

3. 5185
The Tornado Deluxe
Backpack

4. 5180NA
Laminated Jute Cooler Bag

Made with nautical rope handles,
canvas and dyed jute material.
Available in 2 colours.

Show your stripes with this sturdy
nautical tote, perfect for the beach
or getting around on the weekend.
Open main compartment. Soft
cotton rope handles and graphic silk
screen print make this tote stand
out. 10 inch handle drop height.
Available in 3 colours.

Features a large main zippered
compartment, a zippered front
compartment and a side mesh
pocket. The double adjustable
shoulder straps make carrying
comfortable and convenient.
Available in 4 colours.

Manufactured from natural jute
this bag is laminated with foil
insulating material. With it’s large
capacity it makes the perfect
shopping companion.
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1. 4078
Neo Vacuum Insulated Cup
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Features double-wall construction, is vacuum
insulated and includes a press-on lid for easy
use. It’s the perfect accessory for wine and
keeps drinks hot for 5 hours and cold for 15
hours. 295ml capacity. Available in 4 colours.

2. 4199SL
Thermal Travel Mug
Double walled stainless steel.
400ml capacity.
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3. 4031SL
Polished Stainless Steel Mug
Polished stainless steel mug with handle.
450ml capacity.
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4. 8820
Silver Plated Flat Top Bottle Stopper
Flat top metal/nickel plated bottle stopper
perfect for all types of wines.

5. 4080
Enamel Metal Cup
Enjoy a refreshing drink at the campsite, BBQ
or picnic with this impact-resistant enamel
mug. Durable enamel-look finish. Rolled rim for
sipping comfort. Please note these mugs are
made by hand and have small imperfections
that give them character. 470ml capacity.
Available in 2 colours.
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FIGHTING THE WAR OF WASTE

Stylish double walled white ceramic mug to
keep your coffee warm. With coloured silicone lid and band. Double wall ceramic mug
to keep your coffee warm with a silicone
lid with sipper hole and silicone grip. 300ml
capacity. Available in 3 colours.

CC1002
Carry Cup Glass
Glass coffee cup with push down
PE lids and silicone bands available
in a range of colours. Available in 6
colours or mix-and-match lids and
sleeves in up to 36 combinations.

4030
Ceramic Mug with Silicone Lid
Double walled with white silicon lid. 250ml
capacity. Available in 3 colours.
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4027
Ceramic Coffee Mug
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4177
New Sherpa Vacuum Tumbler &
Insulator
Features double-wall construction and is
vacuum insulated with a clear, press-on lid
with slide closure. It also works well as a
tumbler or drink insulator. 325ml capacity.
Available in 7 colours.

4082
Guzzle Stainless Sports Bottle
Stainless Sports Bottle features single-wall construction
and stainless steel screw-on lid. 825ml capacity.
Available in 4 colours.

4100
Silo Single Wall Stainless Steel
Bottle
Stainless steel, single-wall construction.
Painted gloss finish and stainless steel
screw-on lid. BPA Free. 700ml capacity.
Available in 5 colours.
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4092
Loki Aluminium Sports Bottle
Features a trendy, solid matte color appearance with
single-wall construction. Lid has a flip nozzle for easy
drinking and comfort handling loop 830ml capacity.
Available in 3 colours.

4094
Hudson Auto Lock Tritan Sport Bottle
The Hudson Auto Lock Tritan Sport Bottle 740ml is BPA free, shatter,
stain, and odor resistant and features a screw-on lid and a thumb
press button for easy opening. Lid features a comfortable handling
loop with a pop of color. It has a large opening for easy cleaning and
filling Available in 2 colours.
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4196
Drink Bottle
Modern design 600ml red drink bottle with unique sipper
screw top and internal straw for easy use. 600ml capacity.
Available in 3 colours.

4043
Fox Sports Bottle
Modern design bottle with twist-on spill
resistant lid. Shatter, stain and odour
resistant. Wide mouth opening
for easy cleaning and filling.
900ml capacity. Available
in 2 colours.
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1. 4185
Performance Stainless Sports Bottle
Single-wall construction. Screw-on, spill-resistant lid with
flip-top drinking spout. Side finger grips for handling ease.
Hand wash only. 740ml capacity. Available in 2 colours.

2. 4198
Sleeve Glass Drink Bottle with Stainless Steel Lid
This single walled glass sports bottle comes with an outer
silicone sleeve for protection. BPA free sipper. 500ml capacity.
Available in 2 colours.

3. 4197
Sleeve Glass Drink Bottle with Sipper
This single walled glass sports bottle comes with an outer
silicone sleeve for protection. BPA free sipper. 600ml
capacity. Available in 2 colours.
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1. 697BK
Carbon Fibre Rollerball Pen
This popular roller ball carbon fibre pen has
a delightful woven patterned fabric captured
under the glass. With gloss black and silver
finish. Supplied with Black ink.

2. 698BK
Carbon Fibre Ballpoint Pen
This popular ballpoint carbon fibre pen has a
delightful woven patterned fabric captured
under the glass. With gloss black and silver
finish. Supplied with Black ink.

3. 670SL
Berlin Twist Action Metal Ball Pen
Metal ball point pen with matte silver finish with
shiny silver accents. Supplied with Black ink.

4. 671SL
Berlin Lid Top Rollerball Pen
Matte Silver finish with shiny silver accents.
Supplied with Black ink.

5. 672BK
Berlin Twist Action Metal Ball Pen
Twist action metal ball point pen in black
with shiny silver accents. Supplied with
Black ink.
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6. SC1019SL
Scriptura Ballpoint Pen
Exclusively designed twist type ballpoint
pen. Packed in a Scriptura giftbox and
supplied with black ink.The silver has a
matte finish, the black a gloss.

7. SC1013SL
Scriptura Hercules Ballpoint Pet
Exclusive design, light weight metal
ballpoint in a matte brushed silver with
chrome coloured details and a scriptura clip.
Premium swiss quality black refill. Packed in
a Scriptura box.
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MM1006
Marksman Alpha Notebook
This exclusive design notebook has 96 sheets
(100gsm) lined paper, an elastic closure and
3 page dividers which can be used as marker
or section identifiers. The Alpha also includes
an inner pocket at the back to store notes
and business cards and a pen loop attached
on one of the page dividers. Packed in a
Marksman gift box. Leather paper covered
cardboard.

A1010
3 in 1 Tech Desktop Set
This 3-in-1 desk set is perfect for any
desk. It includes a pen cup, stylus &
screen cleaner. Made from ASB plastic.
Available in 2 colours.

JB1026
Geo Notebook and Pen Set
Geometric debossed pattern on both
the notebook and pen is a classy
look for any logo. The notebook has
a back envelope for storage, grey
elastic band, pen loop and page
marker gives a classy look. The
matching geometric ballpoint pen
has a flat front clip, perfect for
decorating with a corporate logo.
Both items are supplied in a two-part
gift box which can be decorated.
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